
HTN Total Chef Aspire Program

Terms and Conditions

Guaranteed placement into apprenticeship employment within HTN’s network is contingent

upon the following terms and conditions:

1. Candidates must successfully, and fully complete the HTN Aspire Program in its

entirety. The program requires commitment to ~263 nominal study hours throughout

the program. You would be required to complete 13 units of competency for

accreditation in Certificate II in Kitchen Operations (Basic Cookery), which will be

recognised as prior learning if/when you progress through to a Certificate III

Commercial Cookery or Certificate IV in Commercial Cookery.

2. Graduates accept and acknowledge that as part of these terms and conditions that

employment would be in the form of an Australian Apprenticeship and that a contract

of training with HTN would apply.

3. Graduates must meet the eligibility requirments to undertake an Australian

Apprenticeship including being an Australian Citizen/Permanent Resident.

4. Graduates accept that sourcing a suitable placement to commence apprenticeship

employment within HTN’s network may not occur immediately upon completion of the

Aspire program and could take a number of weeks.

5. Upon successful graduation from the Aspire Program, candidates agree to make

themselves available and proactively participate in interviews with host businesses

within HTN’s network.

6. Willingness of graduates to accept placement location. HTN will endeavour to offer

apprenticeship employment in a location that is within an acceptable travel time from

the candidate’s home. However, candidates acknowledge and accept that travel up

to one hour from home may be required to secure a placement for apprenticeship

employment.

7. Any guarantee of apprenticeship employment becomes null and void if the graduate

refuses to accept a suitable position on offer within HTN’s network.

8. Candidates acknowledge that upon successful placement into apprenticeship

employment within HTN’s network that circumstances beyond HTN’s control may

arise and that an alternate placement may be required as a result. This could be due

to a change in the Host Businesses trading circumstances or other circumstances

beyond HTN’s control or remit.

9. Any breech of HTN’s policies and procedures whilst employed by HTN as an

apprentice may result in termination of employment and the cancellation of the

training agreement.


